TURN ORDER

1. ACTIVATE TOKENS
   FROM SUPPLY TO ACTIVE POOL
   6 TOKENS +1 FOR EVERY 2 TERRACE CARDS

2. DEAL CARDS
   2 + 3 PLAYER = 6 CARDS
   4 + 5 PLAYER = 5 CARDS

3. DRAFT CARDS
   EACH PLAYER PLACES 2 CARDS
   SELECT FIRST TO LAST THEN LAST TO FIRST

4. TAKE ACTION [DETAILS ON OTHER SIDE OF THIS CARD]
   - BUILD CITY OR COLCA
   - PLAY EXTRA WORKFORCE CARD
   - PLAY TRADE AGREEMENT CARD
   - CREATE TERRACE
   - PASS

5. TERMINATE TRADE AGREEMENTS
   EACH PLAYER THAT PLAYED A TRADE AGREEMENTS
   CARD drawing 1 CARD AND TAKES 1 ACTION

6. PASS THE FIRST PLAYER MARKER